/*
* # Internship - Software Developer
* WE ARE HIRING!
*/
function hire(candidate) {
// Eager to dive into the Startup world?
if (candidate.startupReady) {
// Interested in Machine Learning/Statistics ?
if (candidate.fieldOfInterest.indexOf('ML') > -1) {
// Some Java/Javascript coding in the past ?
if (candidate.experience.indexOf('Javascript') > -1) {
console.log('You should talk to us!');
/*
# Internship - Software Developer, Full Stack (nodeJS, graphQL, reactJS)
Location: Zurich Downtown
(3-4 min walking distance from Zurich-Main Train Station - literally!)
We are looking for an Intern in Software Development
(Focus nodeJs & reactJS) to join our journey to revolutionize the
Digital Marketing field with a modern AI/ML Platform.
You should be a strongly analytic person as well as being passionate
about top-notch frameworks and technologies in the market, plus have
an interest to learn more about
Machine Learning in general.
Join us and work closely with our currently small team, to help
building a platform which changes the way data is used in Marketing today.
## Responsibilities
- Help driving the development of our nodeJS Backend Applications
(Cloud/Container-based nodeJS Microservice Apps w/ Apollo GraphQL)
- Cooperate closely with the Founding Team on product decisions
- Collaborate with agencies and other partners
## Requirements
- On the way to hold a BS/MS degree in computer science or related
- Experience in Java or Javascript Development
- Experience in nodeJS & graphQL
- Preferable; experience in reactJS or/and web-design in general
- Experience in or eager to learn more about
Machine Learning/Analytics with tensorflow/keras & Python
## Our Offering:
- 6-month internship with the option to stay as a full time developer
- Active coaching & education from our highly qualified founding-team
- Opportunity to solve difficult problems that have immediate and
valuable impact for Marketing Teams world-wide
- Become part of the team in a young startup, to make a
real difference with your ideas & shape the future organization
*/
}

callToAction('mailto:jobs@nexoya.com?subject=I am your guy');
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